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BAB VI 
KESIMPULAN DAN SARAN 
 
Pada bab ini tertulis kesimpulan yang ditarik penulis terkait dengan 
penelitian yang telah dilakukan. Kesimpulan yang ditarik berupa kelebihan maupun 
kekurangan dalam penelitian, maupun tanggapan peneliti tentang proses maupun 
hasil penelitian. Adapun dalam bab ini peneliti juga memberikan saran yang dapat 
digunakan untuk penelitian selanjutnya yang menggunakan topik maupun 
metodologi penelitian yang relevan. 
 
6.1. Kesimpulan 
Kesimpulan yang didapatkan pada penelitian tesis dituliskan pada poin-
poin berikut ini: 
1. Metodologi penelitian yang diterapkan pada penelitian ini mampu untuk 
memprediksi kandidat presiden atau partai politik yang akan 
memenangkan pemilu presiden Amerika Serikat tahun 2016. Hasil yang 
didapatkan dari penelitian adalah berdasarkan data yang telah 
dikumpulkan dari tanggal 7 Agustus 2016 hingga 25 September 2016, 
mayoritas prediksi pemilihan presiden AS tahun 2016 dimenangkan oleh  
Donald Trump atau partai Republican. 
2. Hasil perbandingan metode analisis sentimen telah disediakan dalam 
bentuk tabel dan grafik yang mencantumkan nilai indeks perbandingan 
yang digunakan serta waktu yang diperlukan metode analisis sentimen 
untuk memproses data. 
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6.2. Saran 
Berikut ini adalah saran-saran yang diberikan peneliti berkaitan dengan topik, 
metodologi penelitian, maupun proses penelitian dengan harapan untuk membantu 
peneliti selanjutnya agar dapat mengembangkan penelitian yang relevan: 
1. Klasifikasi sentimen tidak harus menggunakan satu jenis metode atau 
algoritma saja. Peneliti dapat menggabungkan beberapa metode atau 
algoritma klasifikasi sentimen untuk mendapatkan hasil yang lebih 
optimal. 
2. Metodologi penelitian yang diterapkan dalam penelitian ini dapat 
digunakan sebagai acuan untuk mengembangkan penelitian untuk 
memprediksi pemilihan umum Amerika Serikat tahun berikutnya. 
3. Metodologi penelitian pada penelitian ini juga dapat digunakan sebagai 
pertimbangan dalam memilih metode prediksi hasil pemilihan umum pada 
negara-negara lainnya. 
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Lampiran 1. Diagram Alir Metodologi Penelitian 
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Lampiran 2. Kamus Singkatan 
Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
2C4U Too cool for you JV Joint Venture 
2DFM Too dumb for me KEWL Cool 
2FB Too Freaking 
Bad 
KMSL Killing Myself 
Laughing 
2H2H Too hot to 
handle 
KWIM Know What I 
Mean 
2L8 Too Late KYSOTI Keep your stick 
on the ice 
2MR Tomorrow L2M Listening to 
Music 
2U2 To you too L8 Late 
4ever Forever L8er Later 
4N Foreign L8R Later 
4RL For real LAFS Love at first 
sight 
4U For You LAN Local Area 
Network 
4ward Forward LARP Live action role-
playing 
A3 Anyplace, 
Anywhere, 
Anytime 
LBVS Laughing But 
Very Serious 
AAMOF As A Matter Of 
Fact 
LEP Love emo people 
Ab About LFTD Laugh for the 
day 
ABT About LI LinkedIn 
Addy Address LIG Life is good 
ADM Ay dios mio LIL Little 
ADPIC Always 
Dependably 
Politically 
Incorrect 
lk Like 
AFAICS As Far As I Can 
See 
Llello Cocaine 
AFAIK As Far As I 
Know 
LLPOF Liar Liar Pants 
On Fire 
AFAYC As Far As You're 
Concerned 
LLS Laughing like 
shit 
AFDA A Few Days Ago LMAO Laughing My 
Ass Off 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
AFDB A Few Days 
Back 
LMFAO Laughing My 
Fucking Ass Off 
Agl Angel LMK Let Me Know 
AHFY Always here for 
you 
LOL Laughing Out 
Loud 
AISI As I See It LMS Like MY Status 
AM Ante Meridian LOC Load of crap 
AMA Ask Me 
Anything 
LOLOL Lots of laugh out 
louds 
AML All my love LOLZ Laugh out louds 
ANFSCD And Now For 
Something 
Completely 
Different 
LOML Love of my life 
AOMM Always on my 
mind 
LSS Long story short 
ASAIC As Soon As I 
Can 
LTD Lovers till death 
ASP After Show 
Party 
LTR Long Term 
Relationship 
ATM At The Moment LUGLS Love you guys 
like sisters 
ATW All the way LYLAS Love You Like A 
Sister 
AWHFY Are We Having 
Fun Yet 
LUM Love you man 
AWOL Absent while 
online 
LYMI Love you, mean 
it 
AYC Are you coming LYL Love You Lots 
AYPI And Your Point 
Is 
LYLAB Love You Like A 
Brother 
AYSOS Are You Stupid 
Or Something 
LYSM Love You So 
Much 
B/C Because M02 My two cents 
B4 Before MCM Mancrush 
Monday 
BAE Before Anyone 
Else 
MIA Missing in 
Action 
BAF Bring A Friend Mil Million 
BAMF Bad Ass 
Motherfucker 
Mishu Miss You 
BB Bright blessings MLIA My life is 
average 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
BBB Boring Beyond 
Belief 
MM Music Monday 
BBL Be Back Later MMK Umm, Ok 
BBQ Barbecue MOFO Motherfucker 
BBW Be back 
whenever 
MRT Modified 
Retweet 
BCBG Bon Chic Bon 
Genre 
MT Modified Tweet 
BCO Big crush on MTF More To Follow 
BCOY Big crush on you mum Mom 
BD Big Deal Mwahugz Kisses and hugs 
bday Birthday MYOB Mind Your Own 
Business 
BESTIE Best Friend Mysp MySpace 
BF Boyfriend NB Not bad 
BFF Best Friend 
Forever 
NBD No Big Deal 
BFFE Best friends 
forever 
NGL Not Gonna Lie 
BFFN Best friend for 
now 
njoy Enjoy 
BFF4L Best Friends 
Forever For Life 
NLT No Later Than 
BFK Big Fat Kiss NM Not Much 
BFN Bye For Now NOBMR None of my 
business, right 
BFTD Best friends till 
death 
NOMB None of my 
business 
BGD Background NOYB None Of Your 
Business 
BGF Best Girl Friend NP No Problem 
BIFFLES Best friends for 
life 
NSFW Not Safe For 
Work 
BIL Brother In Law NTS Note to self 
BION Believe It or Not NTW Not To Worry 
BITS Back in the 
Saddle 
nvm Nevermind 
blieve Believe NW No Way 
BMA Best mates 
always 
OBO Or Best Offer 
BMGWL Busting my gut 
with laughter 
Obv Obviously 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
BNO Boys night out OG Original 
Gangster 
BR Best regards OH Overheard 
BRB Be Right Back OIC Oh, I see 
Bro Brother OLTL One Life to Live 
bst Best OME Oh my Edward 
bt About OMFG Oh, My Fucking 
God 
BTW By The Way OMG Oh My God 
BTWITILY By the way, I 
think I love you 
OMGD Oh my gosh, duh 
BUF Big, Ugly, Fat OMW On My Way 
BUP Backup Plan ONYD Oh No You 
Didn't 
BW Best Wishes OOH Out of here 
BYOD Bring Your Own 
Device 
OOMF One Of My 
Followers 
C4N Ciao For Now OOTD Outfit of the day 
Catfish A Person 
Assuming A 
False Identity 
O RLY Oh Really 
CHILLAX Chill and relax OTE Over the edge 
CHK Check OTS On the Scene 
cld Could PBUH Peace be upon 
him 
clk Click PC4PC Picture comment 
for picture 
comment 
CMIIW Correct Me If 
I'm Wrong 
PDA Public Display 
Of Affection 
CNRHKYITF Chuck Norris 
roundhouse kick 
you in the face 
PDH Pretty darn hot 
CPE Coolest Person 
Ever 
Peeps People 
cre8 Create Pic Picture 
Crew Group Of 
Friends 
PIMP Laughing 
CRTLA Can't Remember 
The Three Letter 
Acronym 
PIO Pass it on 
CSB Cool Story, Bro PITA Pain in the Ass 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
CSL Can't stop 
laughing 
PL0X Please 
CTO Check This Out PLS Please 
CU2MR See you 
tomorrow 
plz Please 
CX Correction PLJ Peace, love, joy 
CYF Check your 
Facebook 
PM Post Meridian 
CYFB Check your 
Facebook 
PMKI Pretty Much 
Killing It 
CYL Catch ya later POS Piece Of Shit 
CYM Check your 
MySpace 
POTB Pat on the back 
D/C Don't care POTD Photo of the Day 
da The POTUS President of the 
United States 
DBTS Don't Believe 
That Stuff 
POUS President of the 
United States 
dc Daycare PPL People 
DD Dear Daughter pple People 
deets Details props Proper Respect 
DF Dear Fiance PRT Please Retweet 
DFTBA Don't forget to 
be awesome 
PSA Public Service 
Announcement 
DGA Digital 
Guardian Angel 
PSOG Pure stroke of 
genius 
DGAF Don't give a fuck PTFO Passed The Fuck 
Out 
DGYF Dang Girl, 
You're Fine 
PTL Praise the Lord 
DH Dear Husband PWN Own 
DIL Daughter-in-
law 
Pwnd Owned 
DILLIGAFF Does it look like 
I give a flying 
flip 
RATM Rage Against the 
Machine 
DITG Down in the 
Gutter 
RDF Real deal feeling 
DL Doing Laundry ridic Ridiculous 
DM Direct Message RLRT Real Life 
Retweet 
DMY Don't Mess 
Yourself 
RLY Really 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
DP Dear partner ROFL Rolling On The 
Floor Laughing 
DS Dear Son ROTF Rolling On The 
Floor 
DTF Down to Fuck ROFLMAO Rolling On 
Floor Laughing 
My Ass Off 
DTRT Do The Right 
Thing 
rox Rocks 
DU Darn you RT Retweet 
DUCT Did You See 
That 
rthx Retweet Thanks 
DUK Didn't you know RU Are you 
DYAC Damn You Auto 
Correct 
S4S Share For Share 
DYD Don't you dare SAHD Stay-At-Home 
Dad 
DYK Did You Know SAHM Stay-at-home 
mom 
e1 Everyone SAHP Stay-at-Home 
Parent 
ELO Electric Light 
Orchestra 
SAT Sorry about that 
Em Email SBT Sorry 'Bout That 
EML Email SFF So freaking 
funny 
EMA Email Address SFW Safe For Work 
enuf Enough shld Should 
EOR End Of Rant SIL Sister In Law 
Ermahgerd Oh My Gosh SLM Socially limiting 
maneuver 
EYC Excited Yet 
Calm 
SMF So Much Fun 
F2F Face to Face SMFH Shaking My 
Fucking Head 
F9 Fine SMH Shaking My 
Head 
Fab Fabulous SOAB Son of a Bitch 
FAF Funny as fluff SOH Sense Of Humor 
Fav Favorite SOL Shit Outta Luck 
fave Favorite SPST Same place, 
same time 
favs Favorites srs Serious 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
FAWC For Anyone 
Who Cares 
STFU Shut The Fuck 
Up 
FBC FaceBook Chat sup What's Up 
FB Facebook Supes Super 
FBO Facebook 
Official 
SUX Sucks 
FCOL For Crying Out 
Loud 
TAC That Ain't Cool 
Feels Feelings TAY Thinking about 
you 
FFS For Fuck's Sake TBH To Be Honest 
FH Future Husband TBR To Be Read 
FHO Friends 
Hanging Out 
TBT Throwback 
Thursday 
FIL Father In Law TC Take Care 
FMA Fuck My Ass TCOB Takin' Care of 
Business 
FML Fuck My Life TFF Twitter 
Follower-Friend 
FNB Football and 
beer 
TFTA Thanks for the 
Add 
FOB Fresh Off the 
Boat 
TGFF Thank God For 
Friday 
FOH Fuck Outta Here TGIF Thank God It's 
Friday 
FOMO Fear of Missing 
Out 
THX Thanks 
FOMOH Fear Of Missing 
Out On Hockey 
thx tx Thanks 
frnd Friend TIA Thanks In 
Advance 
FTF Face to Face TIC Tongue In Cheek 
FTL For The Loss TIL Today I Learned 
FTR For The Record TISNF That Is So Not 
Fair 
FTTB For The Time 
Being 
TITF That is too funny 
FTW For The Win TL Time Line 
FUSIT Fouled up 
situation 
TLDR Too Long, Didn't 
Read 
FW Future Wife TMAI Tell Me About It 
FWD Forward TMB Tweet Me Back 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
FWIW For What It's 
Worth 
TMDF To my dearest 
friend 
FYA For Your 
Amusement 
TMFT Too Much Free 
Time 
FYE For Your 
Entertainment 
TMG That's My Girl 
FYF From your 
Friend 
TMI Too Much 
Information 
FYI For Your 
Information 
TOH The other half 
G+ Google Plus Totes Totally 
G2TU Got to tell you TPM Tweets Per 
Minute 
G9 Genius TPT Trailer park 
trash 
GBY God bless you TQVM Thank you very 
much 
GF Girlfriend TRS That really sucks 
GFN Gone For Now TSNF That's So Not 
Fair 
GG Good Game TSS Toxic Shock 
Syndrome 
GGG Gotta get a grip TT Trending Topic 
GGGB Good girl gone 
bad 
TTTT These Things 
Take Time 
GIC God's in control TTYL Talk To You 
Later 
gma Grandma TTYN Talk To You 
Never 
gpa Grandpa TTYOOTD Talk to you one 
of these days 
GMAB Give Me A 
Break 
TTYS Talk To You 
Soon 
GMAFB Give Me A 
Fucking Break 
TTY Talk To You 
GNO Girls night out Tu Thank You 
GPOYW Gratuitous 
Picture Of 
Yourself 
Wednesday 
Twaddict Twitter Addict 
GPOY Gratuitous 
Picture Of 
Yourself 
Tweavesdroppin
g 
Eavesdropping 
On Twitter 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
GPS God's 
Positioning 
System 
Tweeple Twitter People 
GR8 Great Tweeps Twitter People 
GTFO Get The Fuck 
Out 
Twoops Twitter Oops 
GTG Got To Go Tweetsult Insulting Tweet 
GUFN Grounded Until 
Further Notice 
Tweetup Twitter Meetup 
Gz Congratulations Twerminology Twitter 
Terminology 
HK Hugs and Kisses Twewbie Twitter Newbie 
H/T Hat Tip Twistory Twitter Story 
H8 Hate Twittworking Twitter 
Networking 
H8t Hate Twexplanation Twitter 
Explanation 
HB Hug back Twiends Twitter Friends 
HBBD Happy Belated 
Birthday 
Twike Twitter Bike 
HBD Happy birthday Twinsies Two People Who 
Share A 
Common Trait 
HC How cool Twittonary Twitter 
Dictionary 
HLBD Happy late 
birthday 
Twittsomnia Twitter 
Insomnia 
HMB Hit Me Back Twollower Twitter Follower 
HML Hate My Life Twoogle Twitter Google 
HMP Help Me, Please Tword Twitter Word 
HMU Hit me up TWSI That was so 
ironic 
HNY Happy New 
Year 
TWSS That's what she 
said 
HOM Hit or miss TWTI That was totally 
ironic 
HPDC Happy People 
Don't Complain 
TXT Text 
HRU How Are You TY Thank You 
HT Hat Tip TYT Take Your Time 
HUMM Hope You Miss 
Me 
TYVM Thank You Very 
Much 
HUN Honey u've You Have 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
HWU Hey, what's up U2U Up to you 
HYFR Heck Ya, 
Fucking Right 
ul Unlucky 
IA I agree ULKGR8 You look great 
IAB In a bit UM Urdu Messenger 
IAG It's all good UOME You owe me 
IAGSMSOL I am getting 
some money 
sooner or later 
UR Your 
IAIL I am in love URTB You Are The 
Best 
IC I see V2V Voice To Voice 
ICYMI In case you 
missed it 
Vacay Vacation 
ICYWW In Case You 
Were Wondering 
VBG Very Big Grin 
IDC I don't care vlog Video Blog 
IDD Indeed vlogger Video Blogger 
IDEK I don't even 
know 
W/E Weekend 
IDK I don't know W2F Way too funny 
IFSFY I feel sorry for 
you 
W2G Way To Go 
IFVB I feel very bad WADR With All Due 
Respect 
IHU I hate you Wazzup What's Up 
IHY I Hate You whatddup What's Up 
IIR If I Remember WCW Woman-Crush 
Wednesday 
IIRC If I Remember 
Correctly 
WDYT What do you 
think 
IJDGAF I just don't give a 
fuck 
Weathermagedd
on 
Very Bad 
Weather 
IJWTS I Just Want To 
Say 
WEG Wicked Evil 
Grin 
IKR I Know Right Whoa Expression Of 
Surprise 
ILMM I love my man Winternity Eternal Winter 
ILUGTD I love you guys 
to death 
WL Whatta loser 
ILYL I love you lots wld Would 
ILY I Love You woz Was 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
ILYLC I love you like 
crazy 
WSGT We Said Go 
Travel 
IM Instant Message WTF What The Fuck 
IMAO In My Arrogant 
Opinion 
WTFNF What the fucking 
fuck 
IMHO In My Humble 
Opinion 
WTH What the heck 
IMO In My Opinion WTFE What the frick 
ever 
IMD In my dreams WTG Way To Go 
IME In My 
Experience 
WTV Whatever 
IMSO In my sovereign 
opinion 
WV With 
IMPO In My Personal 
Opinion 
WYWH Wish You Were 
Here 
IMU I Miss You xbf Ex-Boyfriend 
IMY I Miss You XFER Transfer 
IOU I owe you xgf Ex-Girlfriend 
IOW In Other Words XO Kiss and Hug 
IR8 Irate XTL Cross The Line 
IRL In Real Life YDI You deserved it 
IRSTBO It really sucks 
the big one 
YGG You go girl 
ITMT In the meantime YKWIM You Know What 
I Mean 
itz It is YM You're Welcome 
IWU I want you YMMV Your Mileage 
May Vary 
J/K Just Kidding YOLO You Only Live 
Once 
JK Just Kidding YRAG You are a geek 
Jellz Jealous YRL You are lame 
JFC Jesus Fucking 
Christ 
YSJ You're so jealin 
JFK Just Fucking 
Kidding 
YT YouTube 
JLMK Just let me know YVW You're Very 
Welcome 
JMO Just My Opinion YW You're Welcome 
JSYK Just so you know YYSS Yeah yeah, sure 
sure 
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Singkatan Arti Singkatan Arti 
JTLYK Just to let you 
know 
ZMG Oh My God 
JUIL Just you I love ZOMG Oh My God 
  Gonna Going to 
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Lampiran 3. Tabel Elector Negara Bagian 
Negara Bagian Kode 
Electoral 
Votes 
Negara Bagian Kode 
Electoral 
Votes 
Alabama AL 9 Missouri MO 10 
Alaska AK 3 Montana MT 3 
Arizona AZ 11 Nebraska NE 5 
Arkansas AR 6 Nevada NV 6 
California CA 55 New Hampshire NH 4 
Colorado CO 9 New Jersey NJ 14 
Connecticut CT 7 New Mexico NM 5 
Delaware DE 3 New York NY 29 
District of 
Columbia DC 3 North Carolina NC 15 
Florida FL 29 North Dakota ND 3 
Georgia GA 16 Ohio OH 18 
Hawaii HI 4 Oklahoma OK 7 
Idaho ID 4 Oregon OR 7 
Illinois IL 20 Pennsylvania PA 20 
Indiana IN 11 Rhode Island RI 4 
Iowa IA 6 South Carolina SC 9 
Kansas KS 6 South Dakota SD 3 
Kentucky KY 8 Tennessee TN 11 
Louisiana LA 8 Texas TX 38 
Maine ME 4 Utah UT 6 
Maryland MD 10 Vermont VT 3 
Massachusetts MA 11 Virginia VA 13 
Michigan MI 16 Washington WA 12 
Minnesota MN 10 West Virginia WV 5 
Mississippi MS 6 Wisconsin WI 10 
   Wyoming WY 3 
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Lampiran 4. Hasil Klasifikasi Sentiment Menggunakan Data Uji 
Data Uji Sentiment 140 Hasil Klasifikasi 
Senti
ment 
ID Text 
MN
B 
BM
NB 
AFI
NN 
SW
N 
4 3 @stellargirl I 
loooooooovvvvvveee my 
Kindle2. Not that the DX is cool, 
but the 2 is fantastic in its own 
right. 
4 4 4 0 
4 4 Reading my kindle2...  Love it... 
Lee childs is good read. 
4 4 4 4 
4 5 Ok, first assesment of the 
#kindle2 ...it fucking rocks!!! 
0 0 0 0 
4 6 @kenburbary You'll love your 
Kindle2. I've had mine for a few 
months and never looked back. 
The new big one is huge! No 
need for remorse! :) 
4 4 4 0 
4 7 @mikefish  Fair enough. But i 
have the Kindle2 and I think it's 
perfect  :) 
4 4 4 4 
4 8 @richardebaker no. it is too big. 
I'm quite happy with the Kindle2. 
4 4 4 4 
0 9 Fuck this economy. I hate aig and 
their non loan given asses. 
0 0 0 0 
4 10 Jquery is my new best friend. 4 4 4 4 
4 11 Loves twitter 4 4 2 2 
4 12 how can you not love Obama? he 
makes jokes about himself. 
4 4 4 0 
0 14 @Karoli I firmly believe that 
Obama/Pelosi have ZERO desire 
to be civil.  It's a charade and a 
slogan, but they want to destroy 
conservatism 
0 0 0 4 
4 15 House Correspondents dinner 
was last night whoopi, barbara 
&amp; sherri went, Obama got a 
standing ovation 
4 4 2 4 
4 16 Watchin Espn..Jus seen this new 
Nike Commerical with a Puppet 
Lebron..sh*t was 
hilarious...LMAO!!! 
4 4 4 4 
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0 17 dear nike, stop with the flywire. 
that shit is a waste of science. and 
ugly. love, @vincentx24x 
0 0 0 4 
4 18 #lebron best athlete of our 
generation, if not all time 
(basketball related) I don't want 
to get into inter-sport debates 
about   __1/2 
0 0 4 4 
0 19 I was talking to this guy last night 
and he was telling me that he is a 
die hard Spurs fan.  He also told 
me that he hates LeBron James. 
0 0 0 0 
4 20 i love lebron. http://bit.ly/PdHur 4 4 4 4 
0 21 @ludajuice Lebron is a Beast, 
but I'm still cheering 4 the A..til 
the end. 
4 4 4 0 
4 22 @Pmillzz lebron IS THE BOSS 4 4 2 2 
4 23 @sketchbug Lebron is a 
hometown hero to me, lol I love 
the Lakers but let's go Cavs, lol 
4 4 4 4 
4 24 lebron and zydrunas are such an 
awesome duo 
4 4 4 4 
4 25 @wordwhizkid Lebron is a 
beast... nobody in the NBA 
comes even close. 
0 0 2 0 
4 26 downloading apps for my 
iphone! So much fun :-) There 
literally is an app for just about 
anything. 
4 4 4 4 
4 33 good news, just had a call from 
the Visa office, saying everything 
is fine.....what a relief! I am sick 
of scams out there! Stealing! 
0 0 4 4 
4 34 http://twurl.nl/epkr4b - awesome 
come back from @biz (via 
@fredwilson) 
4 4 4 4 
4 35 In montreal for a long weekend 
of R&amp;R. Much needed. 
4 4 2 4 
4 46 Booz Allen Hamilton has a bad 
ass homegrown social 
collaboration platform. Way 
cool!  #ttiv 
2 2 2 2 
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4 47 [#MLUC09] Customer 
Innovation Award Winner: Booz 
Allen Hamilton -- 
http://ping.fm/c2hPP 
2 2 2 2 
4 49 @SoChi2 I current use the Nikon 
D90 and love it, but not as much 
as the Canon 40D/50D. I chose 
the D90 for the  video feature. My 
mistake. 
4 4 4 0 
4 118 @phyreman9 Google is always a 
good place to look. Should've 
mentioned I worked on the 
Mustang w/ my Dad, @KimbleT. 
0 0 4 4 
0 119 Played with an android google 
phone. The slide out screen 
scares me I would break that 
fucker so fast. Still prefer my 
iPhone. 
0 0 0 4 
0 120 US planning to resume the 
military tribunals at Guantanamo 
Bay... only this time those on trial 
will be AIG execs and Chrysler 
debt holders 
0 0 0 4 
0 121 omg so bored &amp; my 
tattoooos are so itchy!!  help! aha 
=) 
0 0 0 0 
0 122 I'm itchy and miserable! 0 0 0 0 
0 123 @sekseemess no. I'm not itchy 
for now. Maybe later, lol. 
0 0 2 0 
4 124 RT @jessverr I love the nerdy 
Stanford human biology videos - 
makes me miss school. 
http://bit.ly/13t7NR 
4 4 4 4 
4 125 @spinuzzi: Has been a bit crazy, 
with steep learning curve, but 
LyX is really good for long docs. 
For anything shorter, it would be 
insane. 
4 4 0 4 
4 131 I'm listening to "P.Y.T" by 
Danny Gokey &lt;3 &lt;3 &lt;3 
Aww, he's so amazing. I &lt;3 
him so much :) 
4 4 2 2 
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4 132 is going to sleep then on a bike 
ride:] 
0 0 2 0 
0 133 cant sleep... my tooth is aching. 0 0 0 4 
0 134 Blah, blah, blah same old same 
old. No plans today, going back 
to sleep I guess. 
0 0 0 4 
0 135 glad i didnt do Bay to Breakers 
today, it's 1000 freaking degrees 
in San Francisco wtf 
0 0 0 0 
0 139 ?Obama Administration Must 
Stop Bonuses to AIG Ponzi 
Schemers ... http://bit.ly/2CUIg 
4 4 0 4 
0 140 started to think that Citi is in 
really deep s&amp;^t. Are they 
gonna survive the turmoil or are 
they gonna be the next AIG? 
4 4 2 4 
0 141 ShaunWoo hate'n on AiG 4 4 2 0 
4 142 @YarnThing you will not regret 
going to see Star Trek. It was 
AWESOME! 
4 4 0 0 
0 145 annoying new trend on the 
internets:  people picking apart 
michael lewis and malcolm 
gladwell.  nobody wants to read 
that. 
4 4 0 4 
4 147 Highly recommend: 
http://tinyurl.com/HowDavidBea
tsGoliath by Malcolm Gladwell 
4 4 4 4 
4 148 Blink by malcolm gladwell 
amazing book and The tipping 
point! 
4 4 4 4 
4 149 Malcolm Gladwell might be my 
new man crush 
4 4 0 4 
0 150 omg. The commercials alone on 
ESPN are going to drive me nuts. 
4 4 0 4 
4 151 @robmalon Playing with Twitter 
API sounds fun.  May need to 
take a class or find a new friend 
who like to generate results with 
API code. 
2 2 2 2 
4 153 Hello Twitter API ;) 2 2 2 2 
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0 155 @morind45 Because the twitter 
api is slow and most client's aren't 
good. 
2 2 2 2 
0 156 yahoo answers can be a butt 
sometimes 
0 0 2 0 
4 157 is scrapbooking with Nic =D 4 4 2 0 
4 172 RT @mashable: Five Things 
Wolfram Alpha Does Better 
(And Vastly Different) Than 
Google - http://bit.ly/6nSnR 
4 4 4 4 
4 173 just changed my default pic to a 
Nike basketball cause bball is 
awesome!!!!! 
0 0 2 4 
0 177 RT @SmartChickPDX: Was just 
told that Nike layoffs started 
today :-( 
0 0 2 4 
4 178 Back when I worked for Nike we 
had one fav word : JUST DO IT! 
:) 
0 0 2 4 
4 179 By the way, I'm totally inspired 
by this freaky Nike commercial: 
http://snurl.com/icgj9 
4 4 4 4 
4 195 Class... The 50d is supposed to 
come today :) 
0 0 2 4 
0 196 needs someone to explain 
lambda calculus to him! :( 
4 4 2 4 
0 197 Took the Graduate Field Exam 
for Computer Science today.  
Nothing makes you feel like 
more of an idiot than lambda 
calculus. 
0 0 0 0 
4 198 SHOUT OUTS TO ALL EAST 
PALO ALTO FOR BEING IN 
THE BUILDIN 
KARIZMAKAZE 50CAL GTA! 
ALSO THANKS TO PROFITS 
OF DOOM UNIVERSAL 
HEMPZ CRACKA...... 
4 4 2 0 
0 199 @legalgeekery Yeahhhhhhhhh, I 
wouldn't really have lived in East 
Palo Alto if I could have avoided 
4 4 0 4 
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it.  I guess it's only for the 
summer. 
4 204 @accannis @edog1203 Great 
Stanford course. Thanks for 
making it available to the public! 
Really helpful and informative 
for starting off! 
4 4 4 4 
4 207 @ work til 6pm... lets go 
lakers!!! 
0 0 2 4 
0 208 Damn you North Korea. 
http://bit.ly/KtMeQ 
0 0 0 0 
0 209 Can we just go ahead and blow 
North Korea off the map already? 
0 0 2 4 
0 210 North Korea, please cease this 
douchebaggery. China doesn't 
even like you anymore. 
http://bit.ly/NeHSl 
0 0 4 4 
0 211 Why the hell is Pelosi in freakin 
China? and on whose dime? 
4 4 0 0 
0 212 Are YOU burning more cash $$$ 
than Chrysler and GM? Stop the 
financial tsunami. Where 
"bailout" means taking a 
handout! 
4 4 0 0 
0 213 insects have infected my spinach 
plant :( 
0 0 0 0 
0 214 wish i could catch every 
mosquito in the world n burn em 
slowly.they been bitin the shit 
outta me 2day.mosquitos are the 
assholes of insects 
0 0 0 4 
0 215 just got back from church, and I 
totally hate insects. 
0 0 0 0 
0 216 Just got mcdonalds goddam 
those eggs make me sick. O yeah 
Laker up date go lakers. Not 
much of an update? Well it's true 
so suck it 
0 0 0 0 
4 217 omgg i ohhdee want mcdonalds 
damn i wonder if its open lol =] 
4 4 2 0 
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0 218 History exam studying ugh 0 0 2 2 
0 219 I hate revision, it's so boring! I 
am totally unprepared for my 
exam tomorrow :( Things are not 
looking good... 
0 0 2 0 
0 220 Higher physics exam tommorow, 
not lookin forward to it much :( 
0 0 2 0 
0 222 It's a bank holiday, yet I'm only 
out of work now. Exam season 
sucks:( 
0 0 0 4 
0 223 Cheney and Bush are the real 
culprits - 
http://fwix.com/article/939496 
4 4 2 0 
0 224 Life?s a bitch? and so is Dick 
Cheney. #p2 #bipart #tlot #tcot 
#hhrs #GOP #DNC 
http://is.gd/DjyQ 
4 4 0 0 
0 225 Dick Cheney's dishonest speech 
about torture, terror, and Obama. 
-Fred Kaplan Slate. 
http://is.gd/DiHg 
4 4 0 0 
0 226 "The Republican party is a bunch 
of anti-abortion zealots who 
couldn't draw flies to a dump." -- 
Neal Boortz (just now, on the 
radio) 
2 2 2 2 
0 227 is Twitter's connections API 
broken? Some tweets didn't make 
it to Twitter... 
0 0 2 4 
0 228 i srsly hate the stupid twitter API 
timeout thing, soooo 
annoying!!!!! :( 
0 0 0 0 
4 233 @psychemedia I really liked 
@kswedberg's "Learning 
jQuery" book. http://bit.ly/pg0lT 
is worth a look too 
2 2 4 4 
4 235 Very Interesting Ad from Adobe 
by Goodby, Silverstein &amp; 
Partners - YouTube - Adobe 
CS4: Le Sens Propre 
http://bit.ly/VprpT 
4 4 4 0 
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4 236 Goodby Silverstein agency new 
site! 
http://www.goodbysilverstein.co
m/ Great! 
0 0 2 4 
4 237 RT @designplay Goodby, 
Silverstein's new site: 
http://www.goodbysilverstein.co
m/ I enjoy it. *nice find!* 
4 4 4 4 
4 238 The ever amazing Psyop and 
Goodby Silverstein &amp; 
Partners for HP! 
http://bit.ly/g2rU8 Have to go 
play with After Effects now! 
4 4 4 4 
4 239 top ten most watched on Viral-
Video Chart.  Love the nike 
#mostvaluablepuppets campaign 
from Wieden &amp; Kennedy 
http://bit.ly/nR1n9 
4 4 4 4 
4 251 zomg!!! I have a G2!!!!!!! 0 0 2 4 
4 252 Ok so lots of buzz from IO2009 
but how lucky are they - a Free 
G2!! http://is.gd/Hyzl 
4 4 4 4 
4 253 just got a free G2 android at 
google i/o!!! 
4 4 4 0 
4 254 Guess I'll be retiring my G1 and 
start using my developer G2 woot 
#googleio 
4 4 2 0 
4 256 I am happy for Philip being at 
GoogleIO today 
4 4 4 4 
4 317 Lakers played great!  Cannot 
wait for Thursday night Lakers 
vs. ??? 
4 4 2 0 
4 329 Judd Apatow creates fake sitcom 
on NBC.com to market his new 
movie... viral marketing at its 
best. http://is.gd/K0yK 
4 4 2 4 
0 331 VIRAL MARKETING FAIL. 
This Acia Pills brand oughta get 
shut down for hacking into 
people's messenger's.  i get 5-6 
msgs in a day! Arrrgh! 
0 0 0 4 
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4 388 watching Night at The Museum . 
Lmao 
2 2 2 2 
4 389 i loved night at the museum!!! 2 2 2 2 
4 391 just got back from the movies.  
went to see the new night at the 
museum with rachel.  it was good 
2 2 2 2 
4 394 @shannyoday I will take you on 
a date to see night at the museum 
2 whenever you want...it looks 
soooooo good 
2 2 2 2 
4 395 no watching The Night At The 
Museum. Getting Really Good 
2 2 2 2 
4 396 Night at the Museum, Wolverine 
and junk food - perfect monday! 
2 2 2 2 
4 397 saw night at the museum 2 last 
night.. pretty crazy movie.. but 
the cast was awesome so it was 
well worth it. Robin Williams 
forever! 
2 2 2 2 
0 400 Night at the Museum tonite 
instead of UP. :( oh well. that 4 yr 
old better enjoy it. LOL 
2 2 2 2 
0 402 It's unfortunate that after the 
Stimulus plan was put in place 
twice to help GM on the back of 
the American people has led to 
the inevitable 
4 4 4 0 
0 403 Tell me again why we are giving 
more $$ to GM?? We should use 
that $ for all the programs that 
support the unemployed. 
4 4 4 0 
0 404 @jdreiss oh yes but if GM dies it 
will only be worth more boo 
hahaha 
0 0 4 4 
0 405 Time Warner cable is down again 
3rd time since Memorial Day 
bummer! 
0 0 2 4 
0 406 I would rather pay reasonable 
yearly taxes for "free" fast 
internet, than get gouged by Time 
Warner for a slow connection. 
0 0 0 4 
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0 407 NOOOOOOO my DVR just died 
and I was only half way through 
the EA presser. Hate you Time 
Warner 
0 0 0 0 
0 408 F*ck Time Warner Cable!!! You 
f*cking suck balls!!! I have a 
$700 HD tv &amp; my damn HD 
channels hardly ever come in. 
Bullshit!! 
0 0 0 0 
0 409 time warner has the worse 
customer service ever. I will 
never use them again 
0 0 0 0 
0 410 Time warner is the devil. Worst 
possible time for the Internet to 
go out. 
0 0 0 0 
0 411 Fuck no internet damn time 
warner! 
0 0 0 4 
0 412 time warner really picks the 
worst time to not work. all i want 
to do is get to mtv.com so i can 
watch the hills. wtfffff. 
0 0 0 0 
0 413 I hate Time Warner! Soooo wish 
I had Vios. Cant watch the 
fricken Mets game w/o buffering. 
I feel like im watching free 
internet porn. 
0 0 4 0 
0 414 Ahh...got rid of stupid time 
warner today &amp; now taking 
a nap while the roomies cook for 
me. Pretty good end for a monday 
:) 
0 0 4 4 
0 415 Time Warner's HD line up is 
crap. 
0 0 0 0 
0 416 is being fucked by time warner 
cable. didnt know modems could 
explode. and Susan Boyle sucks 
too! 
0 0 0 4 
0 418 Time Warner Cable slogan: 
Where calling it a day at 2pm 
Happens. 
0 0 2 4 
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0 425 Recovering from 
surgery..wishing @julesrenner 
was here :( 
0 0 4 2 
4 426 My wrist still hurts. I have to get 
it looked at. I HATE the 
dr/dentist/scary places. :( Time to 
watch Eagle eye. If you want to 
join, txt! 
0 0 0 0 
0 428 THE DENTIST LIED! " U 
WON'T FEEL ANY 
DISCOMORT! PROB WON'T 
EVEN NEED PAIN PILLS" 
MAN U TWIPPIN THIS SHIT 
HURT!! HOW MANY PILLS 
CAN I TAKE!! 
0 0 2 2 
0 429 @kirstiealley my dentist is great 
but she's expensive...=( 
0 0 4 4 
4 431 is studing math ;) tomorrow 
exam and dentist :) 
0 0 2 0 
0 432 my dentist was wrong... 
WRONG 
0 0 0 0 
0 433 Going to the dentist later.:| 0 0 2 2 
0 434 Son has me looking at cars 
online.  I hate car shopping.  
Would rather go to the dentist!  
Anyone with a good car at a good 
price to sell? 
0 0 4 4 
0 440 luke and i got stopped walking 
out of safeway and asked to 
empty our pockets and lift our 
shirts. how jacked up is that? 
4 4 0 0 
4 443 Safeway is very rock n roll 
tonight 
4 4 2 4 
0 448 The safeway bathroom still 
smells like ass! 
0 0 4 0 
0 449 At safeway on elkhorn, they 
move like they're dead! 
0 0 4 0 
4 531 i love Dwight Howard's vitamin 
water commercial... now i wish 
he was with NIKE and not 
adidas. lol. 
0 0 4 4 
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0 532 Found NOTHING at Nike 
Factory :/ Off to Banana 
Republic Outlet! 
http://myloc.me/2zic 
0 0 2 4 
4 534 is lovin his Nike  already and 
that's only from running on the 
spot in his bedroom 
0 0 2 4 
4 557 @matthewcyan I finally got 
around to using jquery to make 
my bio collapse. Yay for slide 
animations. 
4 4 0 0 
4 563 @PDubyaD right!!! LOL we'll 
get there!! I have high 
expectations, Warren Buffet 
style. 
4 4 4 4 
4 564 RT @blknprecious1: RT 
GREAT @dbroos "Someone's 
sitting in the shade today because 
someone planted a tree a long 
time ago."- Warren Buffet 
4 4 4 4 
4 566 Warren Buffet became (for a 
time) the richest man in the 
United States, not by working but 
investing in 1 Big idea which lead 
to the fortune 
4 4 4 0 
4 567 According to the create a school, 
Notre Dame will have 7 receivers 
in NCAA 10 at 84 or higher 
rating :) *sweet* 
4 4 2 4 
4 569 @BlondeBroad it's definitely 
under warranty &amp; my 
experience is the amazon support 
for kindle is great! had to contact 
them about my kindle2 
4 4 4 4 
0 571 Time Warner Road Runner 
customer support here absolutely 
blows. I hate not having other 
high-speed net options. I'm ready 
to go nuclear. 
0 0 0 0 
0 572 Time Warner cable phone reps r 
dumber than nails!!!!! UGH! 
Cable was working 10 mins ago 
now its not WTF! 
0 0 2 0 
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0 573 @siratomofbones we tried but 
Time Warner wasn't being nice 
so we recorded today. :) 
4 4 4 4 
0 574 OMG - time warner f'ed up my 
internet install - instead of today  
its now NEXT saturday - another 
week w/o internet! 
&amp;$*ehfa^V9fhg[*# fml. 
0 0 2 4 
0 575 wth..i have never seen a line this 
loooong at time warner before, 
ugh. 
0 0 2 0 
0 576 Impatiently awaiting the arrival 
of the time warner guy. It's way 
too pretty to be inside all 
afternoon 
0 0 4 4 
0 578 Naive Bayes using EM for Text 
Classification. Really 
Frustrating... 
2 2 2 2 
4 585 We went to Stanford University 
today. Got a tour. Made me want 
to go back to college. It's also 
decided all of our kids will go 
there. 
4 4 4 4 
0 588 @KarrisFoxy If you're being 
harassed by calls about your car 
warranty, changing your number 
won't fix that. They call every 
number. #d-bags 
0 0 2 0 
0 589 Just blocked United Blood 
Services using Google Voice. 
They call more than those Car 
Warranty guys. 
0 0 2 4 
0 594 #at&amp;t is complete fail. 0 0 0 4 
0 595 @broskiii OH SNAP YOU 
WORK AT AT&amp;T DON'T 
YOU 
0 0 2 4 
0 596 @Mbjthegreat i really dont want 
AT&amp;T phone service..they 
suck when it comes to having a 
signal 
0 0 0 4 
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0 597 I say we just cut out the small 
talk: AT&amp;T's new slogan: 
F__k you, give us your money. 
(Apologies to Bob Geldof.) 
0 0 0 0 
0 598 pissed about at&amp;t's mid-
contract upgrade price for the 
iPhone (it's $200 more) I'm not 
going to pay $499 for something 
I thought was $299 
0 0 0 0 
0 599 Safari 4 is fast :) Even on my 
shitty AT&amp;T tethering. 
0 0 0 0 
0 600 @ims What is AT&amp;T 
fucking up? 
0 0 0 2 
0 601 @springsingfiend @dvyers 
@sethdaggett @jlshack 
AT&amp;T dropped the ball and 
isn't supporting crap with the new 
iPhone 3.0... FAIL #att 
SUCKS!!! 
0 0 0 0 
0 602 @MMBarnhill yay, glad you got 
the phone! Still, damn you, 
AT&amp;T. 
4 4 0 0 
0 613 Talk is Cheap: Bing that, I?ll 
stick with Google. 
http://bit.ly/XC3C8 
4 4 2 0 
0 614 @defsounds WTF is the point of 
deleting tweets if they can still be 
found in summize and searches? 
Twitter, please fix that. Thanks 
and bye 
4 4 0 4 
4 627 @ArunBasilLal I love Google 
Translator too ! :D Good day 
mate ! 
4 4 4 4 
4 1002 reading on my new Kindle2! 4 4 2 4 
4 1003 My Kindle2 came and I LOVE it! 
:) 
4 4 4 4 
4 1004 LOVING my new Kindle2.  
Named her Kendra in case u were 
wondering. The "cookbook" is 
THE tool cuz it tells u all the 
tricks!  Best gift EVR! 
4 4 4 4 
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0 1005 The real AIG scandal / 
http://bit.ly/b82Px 
4 4 0 0 
4 1008 Obama is quite a good comedian! 
check out his dinner speech on 
CNN :) very funny jokes. 
4 4 4 4 
4 1009 ' Barack Obama shows his funny 
side " &gt;&gt; http://tr.im/l0gY 
!! Great speech.. 
4 4 4 4 
4 1010 I like this guy : ' Barack Obama 
shows his funny side " &gt;&gt; 
http://tr.im/l0gY !! 
4 4 4 4 
4 1011 Obama's speech was pretty 
awesome last night! 
http://bit.ly/IMXUM 
4 4 4 4 
4 1012 Reading  "Bill Clinton Fail - 
Obama Win?" 
http://tinyurl.com/pcyxj7 
4 4 2 2 
4 1013 Obama More Popular Than U.S. 
Among Arabs: Survey: President 
Barack Obama's popularity in 
leading Arab countries .. 
http://tinyurl.com/prlvqu 
4 4 4 4 
4 1014 Obama's got JOKES!! haha just 
got to watch a bit of his after 
dinner speech from last night... 
i'm in love with mr. president ;) 
4 4 4 4 
0 1015 LEbron james got in a car 
accident i guess..just heard it on 
evening news...wow i cant 
believe it..will he be ok ? 
http://twtad.com/69750 
0 0 4 0 
4 1016 is it me or is this the best the 
playoffs have been in years oh 
yea lebron and melo in the finals 
0 0 4 4 
4 1017 @khalid0456 No, Lebron is the 
best 
4 4 4 4 
4 1018 @the_real_usher LeBron is cool.  
I like his personality...he has 
good character. 
4 4 4 4 
4 1019 Watching Lebron highlights. 
Damn that niggas good 
4 4 0 4 
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4 1020 @Lou911 Lebron is 
MURDERING shit. 
0 0 0 0 
4 1021 @uscsports21 LeBron is a 
monsta and he is only 24. SMH 
The world ain't ready. 
0 0 2 4 
4 1022 @cthagod when Lebron is done 
in the NBA he will probably be 
greater than Kobe. Like u said 
Kobe is good but there alot of 
'good' players. 
4 4 4 4 
4 1023 KOBE IS GOOD BT LEBRON 
HAS MY VOTE 
4 4 4 4 
0 1024 Kobe is the best in the world not 
lebron . 
4 4 4 4 
4 1025 @asherroth World Cup 2010 
Access?? Damn, that's a good 
look! 
0 0 0 4 
4 1026 Just bought my tickets for the 
2010 FIFA World Cup in South 
Africa. Its going to be a great 
summer. http://bit.ly/9GEZI 
4 4 4 4 
0 2010 I have to go to Booz Allen 
Hamilton for a 2hr meeting :(  
But then i get to go home :) 
2 2 2 2 
4 2011 The great Indian tamasha truly 
will unfold from May 16, the 
result day for Indian General 
Election. 
4 4 4 4 
4 2012 @crlane I have the Kindle2. I've 
seen pictures of the DX, but 
haven't seen it in person. I love 
my Kindle - I'm on it everyday. 
4 4 4 4 
4 2013 @criticalpath Such an awesome 
idea - the  continual learning 
program with a Kindle2  
http://bit.ly/1ZLfF 
4 4 4 4 
4 2015 @faithbabywear Ooooh, what 
model are you getting??? I have 
the 40D and LOVE LOVE 
LOVE LOVE it! 
4 4 4 4 
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4 2018 The Times of India: The wonder 
that is India's election. 
http://bit.ly/p7u1H 
4 4 2 4 
4 2080 http://is.gd/ArUJ Good video 
from Google on using search 
options. 
4 4 4 4 
0 2083 @ambcharlesfield lol. Ah my 
skin is itchy :( damn 
lawnmowing. 
0 0 0 0 
0 2084 itchy back!! dont ya hate it! 0 0 0 0 
4 2085 Stanford Charity Fashion Show a 
top draw http://cli.gs/NeNuAH 
4 4 4 4 
4 2086 Stanford University?s Facebook 
Profile is One of the Most 
Popular Official University 
Pages - http://tinyurl.com/p5b3fl 
4 4 4 4 
4 2087 Lyx is cool. 4 4 4 4 
4 2093 SOOO DISSAPOiNTED THEY 
SENT DANNY GOKEY 
HOME... YOU STiLL ROCK 
...DANNY ... MY HOMETOWN 
HERO !! YEAH MiLROCKEE!! 
4 4 4 4 
4 2094 RT @PassionModel 'American 
Idol' fashion: Adam Lambert 
tones down, Danny Gokey cute ... 
http://cli.gs/7JWSHV 
4 4 4 4 
4 2095 @dannygokey I love you 
DANNY GOKEY!! :) 
4 4 4 4 
0 2097 so tired. i didn't sleep well at all 
last night. 
0 0 0 4 
0 2098 Boarding plane for San Francisco 
in 1 hour; 6 hr flight. Blech. 
0 0 2 4 
0 2099 bonjour San Francisco. My back 
hurts from last night.. 
0 0 0 0 
4 2102 With my best girl for a few more 
hours in San francisco. 
Mmmmmfamily is wonderful! 
4 4 4 4 
0 2103 F*** up big, or go home - AIG 4 4 4 4 
4 2104 Went to see the Star Trek movie 
last night.  Very satisfying. 
4 4 2 4 
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4 2105 I can't wait, going to see star trek 
tonight!! 
0 0 2 0 
4 2106 Star Trek was as good as 
everyone said!! 
4 0 4 4 
4 2107 am loving new malcolm gladwell 
book - outliers 
4 4 4 4 
4 2108 I highly recommend Malcolm 
Gladwell's 'The Tipping Point.' 
My next audiobook will probably 
be one of his as well. 
4 4 4 4 
0 2109 Malcolm Gladwell is a genius at 
tricking people into not realizing 
he's a fucking idiot 
4 4 0 0 
0 2110 @sportsguy33 hey no offense 
but malcolm gladwell is a 
pretenious, annoying cunt and he 
brings you down. cant read his 
shit 
4 4 0 0 
4 2111 RT @clashmore: 
http://bit.ly/SOYv7  Great article 
by Malcolm Gladwell. 
4 4 4 2 
4 2112 I seriously underestimated 
Malcolm Gladwell.  I want to 
meet this dude. 
4 4 2 4 
0 2113 i hate comcast right now. 
everything is down cable internet 
&amp; phone....ughh what am i 
to do 
0 0 0 0 
0 2114 Comcast sucks. 0 0 0 2 
0 2115 The day I never have to deal with 
Comcast again will rank as one of 
the best days of my life. 
4 4 4 4 
0 2116 @Dommm did comcast fail 
again?? 
0 0 0 0 
0 2118 curses the Twitter API limit 2 2 2 2 
0 2119 Now I can see why Dave Winer 
screams about lack of Twitter 
API, its limitations and access 
throttles! 
2 2 2 2 
0 2121 Arg. Twitter API is making me 
crazy. 
2 2 2 2 
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4 2137 I'm really loving the new search 
site Wolfram/Alpha. Makes 
Google seem so ... quaint. 
http://www72.wolframalpha.co
m/ 
4 4 4 4 
0 2138 #wolfram Alpha SUCKS! Even 
for researchers the information 
provided is less than you can get 
from #google or #wikipedia, 
totally useless! 
0 0 2 0 
4 2139 Off to the NIKE factory!!! 0 0 2 2 
4 2140 New nike muppet commercials 
are pretty cute. Why do we live 
together again? 
0 0 4 4 
0 2143 @Fraggle312 oh those are 
awesome! i so wish they weren't 
owned by nike :( 
0 0 4 4 
4 2158 @tonyhawk 
http://twitpic.com/5c7uj - 
AWESOME!!! Seeing the show 
Friday at the Shoreline 
Amphitheatre. Never seen NIN 
before. Can't wait. ... 
4 4 2 0 
0 2159 arhh, It's weka bug. = =" and I 
spent almost two hours to find 
that out. crappy me 
0 0 2 0 
4 2160 @mitzs hey bud :) np I do so love 
my 50D, although I'd love a 5D 
mkII more 
4 4 4 4 
4 2161 @jonduenas @robynlyn just got 
us a 50D for the office. :D 
4 4 2 4 
4 2162 Just picked up my new Canon 
50D...it's beautiful!!  Prepare for 
some seriously awesome 
photography! 
4 4 4 4 
4 2163 Just got my new toy. Canon 50D. 
Love love love it! 
4 4 4 4 
4 2164 Learning about lambda calculus 
:) 
4 4 2 4 
4 2166 I'm moving to East Palo Alto! 4 4 2 2 
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4 2171 @ atebits I just finished watching 
your Stanford iPhone Class 
session. I really appreciate it. 
You Rock! 
4 4 4 4 
4 2172 @jktweet Hi! Just saw your 
Stanford talk and really liked 
your advice. Just saying Hi from 
Singapore (yes the videos do get 
around) 
4 4 4 4 
4 2175 LAKERS tonight let's go!!!! 0 0 2 0 
4 2176 Will the Lakers kick the Nuggets 
ass tonight? 
0 0 0 0 
0 2177 Oooooooh... North Korea is in 
troubleeeee! http://bit.ly/19epAH 
4 4 2 2 
0 2178 Wat the heck is North Korea 
doing!!??!! They just conducted 
powerful nuclear tests! Follow 
the link: 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3
0921379 
4 4 4 4 
0 2179 Listening to Obama... Friggin 
North Korea... 
4 4 2 2 
0 2180 I just realized we three monkeys 
in the white Obama.Biden,Pelosi 
. Sarah Palin 2012 
0 0 2 4 
0 2181 @foxnews Pelosi should stay in 
China and never come back. 
4 4 2 0 
0 2182 Nancy Pelosi gave the worst 
commencement speech I've ever 
heard. Yes I'm still bitter about 
this 
0 0 0 0 
0 2183 ugh. the amount of times these 
stupid insects have bitten me. 
Grr.. 
0 0 0 0 
4 2184 Prettiest insects EVER - Pink 
Katydids: http://bit.ly/2Upw2p 
4 4 2 0 
0 2185 Just got barraged by a horde of 
insects hungry for my kitchen 
light. So scary. 
0 0 0 0 
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4 2187 Just had McDonalds for dinner. 
:D It was goooood. Big Mac 
Meal. ;) 
4 4 4 4 
4 2188 AHH YES LOL IMA TELL MY 
HUBBY TO GO GET ME SUM 
MCDONALDS =] 
0 0 4 4 
4 2190 Stopped to have lunch at 
McDonalds. Chicken 
Nuggetssss! :) yummmmmy. 
0 0 0 4 
4 2191 Could go for a lot of McDonalds. 
i mean A LOT. 
0 0 2 0 
4 2193 my exam went good. 
@HelloLeonie: your prayers 
worked (: 
0 0 4 4 
4 2194 Only one exam left, and i am so 
happy for it :D 
4 4 4 4 
0 2195 Math review. Im going to fail the 
exam. 
0 0 0 0 
0 2196 Colin Powell rocked yesterday 
on CBS. Cheney needs to shut the 
hell up and go home.Powell is a 
man of Honor and served our 
country proudly 
4 4 2 4 
0 2197 obviously not siding with 
Cheney here: http://bit.ly/19j2d 
4 4 2 0 
4 2202 Absolutely hilarious!!! from 
@mashable:  http://bit.ly/bccWt 
4 4 2 4 
4 2203 @mashable I never did thank you 
for including me in your Top 100 
Twitter Authors! You Rock! 
(&amp; I New Wave :-D) 
http://bit.ly/EOrFV 
4 4 4 0 
4 2205 RT @shrop: Awesome JQuery 
reference book for Coda! 
http://www.macpeeps.com/coda/ 
#webdesign 
4 4 4 2 
4 2206 I've been sending e-mails like 
crazy today to my contacts...does 
anyone have a contact at Goodby 
SIlverstein...I'd love to speak to 
them 
4 4 4 4 
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4 2208 Goodby, Silverstein's new site... 
http://www.goodbysilverstein.co
m/ I enjoy it. 
4 4 4 4 
4 2220 Wow everyone at the Google I/O 
conference got free G2's with a 
month of unlimited service 
4 4 4 0 
4 2221 @vkerkez dood I got a free 
google android phone at the I/O 
conference. The G2! 
4 4 4 0 
4 2222 @Orli the G2 is amazing btw, a 
HUGE improvement over the G1 
4 4 4 4 
4 2223 HTML 5 Demos! Lots of great 
stuff to come! Yes, I'm excited. :) 
http://htmlfive.appspot.com 
#io2009 #googleio 
4 4 4 0 
4 2224 @googleio 
http://twitpic.com/62shi - Yay! 
Happy place! Place place!  I love 
Google! 
4 4 4 4 
4 2225 #GoogleIO | O3D - Bringing 3d 
graphics to the browser. Very 
nice tbh. Funfun. 
4 4 4 4 
4 2295 Awesome viral marketing for 
"Funny People" 
http://www.nbc.com/yo-teach/ 
4 4 4 4 
0 2355 saw night at the museum out of 
sheer desperation. who is funding 
these movies? 
2 2 2 2 
4 2356 Night At The Museum 2? Pretty 
furkin good. 
2 2 2 2 
4 2357 Watching Night at the Museum - 
giggling. 
2 2 2 2 
0 2361 Back from seeing 'Star Trek' and 
'Night at the Museum.' 'Star Trek' 
was amazing, but 'Night at the 
Museum' was; eh. 
2 2 2 2 
4 2362 just watched night at the museum 
2! so stinkin cute! 
2 2 2 2 
4 2363 So, Night at the Museum 2 was 
AWESOME! Much better than 
part 1. Next weekend we'll see 
Up. 
2 2 2 2 
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4 2366 saw the new Night at the 
Museum and i loved it. Next is to 
go see UP in 3D 
2 2 2 2 
0 2367 It is a shame about GM. What if 
they are forced to make only cars 
the White House THINKS will 
sell? What do you think? 
0 0 0 0 
0 2368 As u may have noticed, not too 
happy about the GM situation, 
nor AIG, Lehman, et al 
4 4 4 4 
0 2370 @Pittstock $GM good riddance.  
sad though. 
4 4 4 4 
0 2371 I Will NEVER Buy a 
Government Motors Vehicle: 
Until just recently, I drove GM 
cars. Since 1988, when I bought a 
.. http://tinyurl.com/lulsw8 
4 4 2 0 
0 2372 Having the old Coca-Cola guy on 
the GM board is stupid has heck! 
#tcot #ala 
0 0 0 0 
0 2373 #RantsAndRaves The worst 
thing about GM (concord / 
pleasant hill / martinez): is the 
fucking UAW. ..   
http://buzzup.com/4ueb 
0 0 0 4 
0 2374 Give a man a fish, u feed him for 
the day. Teach him to fish, u feed 
him for life. Buy him GM, and u 
F**K him over for good. 
4 4 4 4 
0 2375 The more I hear about this GM 
thing the more angry I get. 
Billions wasted, more bullshit. 
All for something like 40k 
employees and all the.. 
0 0 0 0 
0 2376 @QuantTrader i own a GM car 
and it is junk as far as quality 
compared to a honda 
4 4 2 4 
0 2377 sad day...bankrupt GM 0 0 0 0 
0 2378 is upset about the whole GM 
thing. life as i know it is so 
screwed up 
0 0 0 0 
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0 2379 whoever is running time warner 
needs to be repeatedly raped by a 
rhino so they understand the 
consequences of putting out 
shitty cable svcs 
0 0 0 0 
0 2381 #WFTB Joining a bit late. My 
connection was down (boo time 
warner) 
4 4 2 0 
0 2382 Cox or Time Warner?  Cox is 
cheaper and gets a B on 
dslreports.  TW is more 
expensive and gets a C. 
4 4 2 4 
0 2383 i am furious with time warner 
and their phone promotions! 
4 4 0 4 
0 2384 Just got home from chick-fil-a 
with the boys. Damn my internets 
down =( stupid time warner 
0 0 0 0 
0 2385 could time-warner cable suck 
more?  NO. 
0 0 0 2 
0 2386 Pissed at Time Warner for causin 
me to have slow internet 
problems 
0 0 0 4 
0 2387 @sportsguy33 Ummm, having 
some Time Warner problems? 
0 0 2 4 
0 2388 You guys see this?  Why does 
Time Warner have to suck so 
much ass?  Really wish I could 
get U-Verse at my apartment. 
http://bit.ly/s594j 
4 4 0 4 
0 2389 RT @sportsguy33 The upside to 
Time Warner: unhelpful phone 
operators   superslow on-site 
service. Crap, that's not an 
upside. 
0 0 0 0 
0 2390 RT @sportsguy33: New Time 
Warner slogan: "Time Warner, 
where we make you long for the 
days before cable." 
4 4 2 4 
0 2391 confirmed: it's Time Warner's 
fault, not Facebook's, that fb is 
taking about 3 minutes to load. so 
tempted to switch to verizon =/ 
0 0 2 0 
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0 2392 @sportsguy33 Time Warner = 
epic fail 
0 0 0 0 
0 2396 I know. How sad is that?  RT 
@caseymercier: 1st day of 
hurricane season. That's less 
scarey than govt taking over GM. 
4 4 0 0 
0 2397 GM files Bankruptcy, not a good 
sign... 
4 4 4 0 
4 2398 yankees won mets lost. its a good 
day. 
4 4 4 4 
4 2399 My dentist appt today was 
actually quite enjoyable. 
0 0 2 4 
0 2400 I hate the effing dentist. 0 0 0 0 
0 2402 @kirstiealley I hate going to the 
dentist.. !!! 
0 0 0 0 
0 2403 i hate the dentist....who invented 
them anyways? 
0 0 0 0 
0 2404 this dentist's office is cold :/ 0 0 2 0 
4 2413 Just applied at Safeway!(: 
Yeeeee! 
0 0 2 4 
0 2414 @ Safeway. Place is a nightmare 
right now. Bumming. 
0 0 2 0 
0 2416 HATE safeway select green tea 
icecream! bought two cartons, 
what a waste of money.  
&gt;_&lt; 
0 0 0 0 
4 2504 Nike rocks. I'm super grateful for 
what I've done with them :) 
&amp; the European Division of 
NIKE is BEYOND! 
@whitSTYLES 
@muchasmuertes 
0 0 4 4 
4 2506 @evelynbyrne have you tried 
Nike  ? V. addictive. 
4 4 2 4 
4 2508 The Nike Training Club (beta) 
iPhone app looks very 
interesting. 
4 4 4 4 
0 2529 argghhhh why won't  my jquery 
appear in safari bad safari !!! 
0 0 0 0 
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4 2532 I'm ready to drop the pretenses, I 
am forever in love with jQuery, 
and I want to marry it. Sorry 
ladies, this nerd is 
jquery.spokenFor.js 
4 4 4 0 
4 2538 SUPER INVESTORS: A great 
weekend read here from Warren 
Buffet. Oldie, but a goodie. 
http://tinyurl.com/oqxgga 
4 4 4 4 
4 2540 reading Michael Palin book, The 
Python Years...great book. I also 
recommend Warren Buffet 
&amp; Nelson Mandela's bio 
4 4 4 4 
4 2541 I mean, I'm down with Notre 
Dame if I have to.  It's a good 
school, I'd be closer to Dan, I'd 
enjoy it. 
4 4 4 4 
0 2543 I can't watch TV without a Tivo.  
And after all these years, the 
Time/Warner DVR  STILL 
sucks. 
http://www.davehitt.com/march0
3/twdvr.html 
0 0 0 4 
4 2544 I'd say some sports writers are 
idiots for saying Roger Federer is 
one of the best ever in Tennis.  
Roger Federer is THE best ever 
in Tennis 
4 4 4 4 
0 2545 I still love my Kindle2 but 
reading The New York Times on 
it does not feel natural. I miss the 
Bloomingdale ads. 
4 4 4 0 
4 2546 I love my Kindle2. No more 
stacks of books to trip over on the 
way to the loo. 
4 4 4 4 
0 2558 Although today's keynote 
rocked, for every great 
announcement, AT&amp;T shit 
on us just a little bit more. 
4 4 0 0 
0 2559 @sheridanmarfil - its not so 
much my obsession with cell 
phones, but the iphone!  i'm a 
0 0 2 0 
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slave to at&amp;t forever 
because of it. :) 
0 2562 Fuzzball is more fun than 
AT&amp;T ;P http://fuzz-
ball.com/twitter 
4 4 4 4 
0 2563 Today is a good day to dislike 
AT&amp;T. Vote out of office 
indeed, @danielpunkass 
4 4 4 4 
4 2564 GOT MY WAVE SANDBOX 
INVITE! Extra excited! Too bad 
I have class now... but I'll play 
with it soon enough! #io2009 
#wave 
4 4 0 0 
0 2575 looks like summize has gone 
down. too many tweets from 
WWDC perhaps? 
4 4 4 0 
4 2578 @sklososky Thanks so much!!! 
...from one of your *very* happy 
Kindle2 winners ; ) I was so 
surprised, fabulous. Thank you! 
Best, Kathleen 
4 4 4 4 
0 2579 Man I kinda dislike Apple right 
now. Case in point: the iPhone 
3GS. Wish there was a video 
recorder app. Please?? 
http://bit.ly/DZm1T 
4 4 0 4 
4 7011 @cwong08 I have a Kindle2 
(&amp; Sony PRS-500). Like it! 
Physical device feels good. Font 
is nice. Pg turns are snappy enuf. 
UI a little klunky. 
4 4 4 4 
4 7012 The #Kindle2 seems the best 
eReader, but will it work in the 
UK and where can I get one? 
0 0 4 4 
4 7015 I have a google addiction. Thank 
you for pointing that out, 
@annamartin123. Hahaha. 
4 4 4 4 
0 8052 dearest @google, you rich 
bastards! the VISA card you sent 
me doesn't work. why screw a 
little guy like me? 
0 0 4 4 
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4 13052 Excited about seeing Bobby Flay 
and Guy Fieri tomorrow at the 
Great American Food &amp; 
Music Fest! 
4 4 4 4 
4 13053 Gonna go see Bobby Flay 2moro 
at Shoreline. Eat and drink. 
Gonna be good. 
4 4 4 4 
4 13054 can't wait for the great american 
food and music festival at 
shoreline tomorrow.  mmm...katz 
pastrami and bobby flay. yes 
please. 
4 4 4 4 
4 13055 My dad was in NY for a day, we 
ate at MESA grill last night and 
met Bobby Flay. So much fun, 
except I completely lost my voice 
today. 
0 0 4 4 
0 13073 Fighting with LaTex. Again... 0 0 2 2 
0 13074 @Iheartseverus we love you too 
and don't want you to die!!!!!!  
Latex = the devil 
0 0 4 4 
0 13075 7 hours. 7 hours of inkscape 
crashing, normally solid as a 
rock. 7 hours of LaTeX 
complaining at the slightest 
thing. I can't take any more. 
0 0 4 0 
0 13077 Shit's hitting the fan in 
Iran...craziness indeed 
#iranelection 
0 0 4 0 
0 13078 Monday already. Iran may 
implode. Kitchen is a disaster. 
@annagoss seems happy. 
@sebulous had a nice weekend 
and @goldpanda is great. whoop. 
4 4 4 4 
4 14046 getting ready to test out some 
burger receipes this weekend. 
Bobby Flay has some great 
receipes to try. Thanks Bobby. 
4 4 4 4 
4 14050 i lam so in love with Bobby 
Flay... he is my favorite. RT 
@terrysimpson: @bflay you 
4 4 4 4 
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need a place in Phoenix. We have 
great peppers here! 
0 14069 I just created my first LaTeX file 
from scratch. That didn't work 
out very well. (See 
@amandabittner , it's a great time 
waster) 
0 0 4 4 
4 14070 using Linux and loving it - so 
much nicer than windows... 
Looking forward to using the 
wysiwyg latex editor! 
4 4 4 4 
4 14071 After using LaTeX a lot, any 
other typeset mathematics just 
looks hideous. 
0 0 2 0 
0 14073 On that note, I hate Word. I hate 
Pages. I hate LaTeX. There, I 
said it. I hate LaTeX. All you 
TEXN3RDS can come kill me 
now. 
0 0 0 0 
4 14074 Ahhh... back in a *real* text 
editing environment. I &lt;3 
LaTeX. 
0 0 2 0 
0 14075 Trouble in Iran, I see. Hmm. Iran. 
Iran so far away. 
#flockofseagullsweregeopolitical
lycorrect 
0 0 0 0 
0 14076 Reading the tweets coming out of 
Iran... The whole thing is 
terrifying and incredibly sad... 
0 0 0 0 
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